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“Sucker 
Punch 

Workout”
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Rkc cpt pes

inspired by the movie sucker punch

The Wise Man says to Babydoll: 
"You will need to find five items-
The first is a map, 
then fire, 
then a knife, 
and a key, 
The fifth thing is a mystery. 
Begin your journey,
it will set you free."

quote from the movie sucker punch
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Disclaimer

This book is not intended for the treatment or prevention of disease, nor as a substitute for medical treatment. 

Programs outlined herein should not be adopted without consultation with your health professional.  

The author is not a medical doctor, registered dietitian, or clinical nutritionist; the author is a fitness and nutrition consultant. Use of the programs 
herein is at the sole choice and risk of the reader. The author is neither responsible, nor liable for any harm or injury resulting from this program or 
the use of the exercises described herein.

This E-Book is Free

Feel free to share it and distribute it, unchanged, as you wish.  You are able to copy and share this e-book as it is in it’s original form.  

You are not allowed to take from, change, or alter this e-book in any way.

Fair Use of Sucker Punch Poster

The promotional poster conveys just a small fraction of the movie content.  In fact, by being a promotional poster, it is designed to promote the 
movie.  None of the entertainment value of the movie is contained in the poster.

The poster is displayed publicly in all websites and movie theaters promoting the movie.  Viewing of the poster poses no threat to the commercial 
viability of the movie.  

In fact, viewing of the poster is designed to increase the commercial viability of the movie.

The image is used for identification in the context of critical commentary of the work for which it serves as an advertisement. It makes a significant 
contribution to the user’s understanding of this e-book, which could not practically be conveyed by words alone.

Use for this purpose does not compete with the purposes of the original artwork, namely promotion of the movie.

As film poster art, the image is not replaceable by free content; any other image that shows the same artwork or poster would also be copyrighted, 
and any version that is not true to the original would be inadequate for identification or commentary.

Fair Use of Shape Magazine Cover

The cover of Shape Magazine is essential a promotional piece to get you to purchase the magazine.  None of the workout or diet content is available 
on the cover.  Viewing the cover poses no commercial threat to the magazine.

The image is used for identification in the context of critical commentary of the work for which it serves as an advertisement. It makes a significant 
contribution to the user’s understanding of this e-book article, which could not practically be conveyed by words alone.

Use for this purpose does not compete with the purposes of the original artwork, namely promotion of the movie.

Recommendations

It is recommended that to confirm proper execution of the exercises contained in this manual, go to a Certified Personal Trainer, RKC Kettlebell 
Instructor, or other fitness professional for expert instruction.

It is recommended that you see your doctor or physical therapist for evaluation of your fitness level and ability to perform these exercises and pro-
grams.
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http://suckerpunchmovie.warnerbros.com/
Sucker Punch has been described (by Zach Snyder, the director) as “Alice in 
Wonderland with machine guns” and by the cast as “300 for girls”.[1][2]  

From a fitness standpoint, it’s totally 300 for girls.  It’s hard now to remember 
what the fitness world looked like before the movie 300 (also by Zach Snyder).  
The “300 Workout” introduced the mainstream fitness world to doing dead-
lifts and kettlebell clean and presses.  Guys everywhere now had a completely 
transformed, new, hardcore way to work out.  And what they found was that it 
leaned them out much, much faster.

Sucker Punch has the opportunity to do the same thing for women.  It’s totally 
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1.) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sucker_Punch_%28film%29
2.) http://www.comingsoon.net/news/movienews.php?id=58539) 
3.) http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/high-school-musical-star-vanessa-hudgens
4.) (poster) http://suckerpunchmovie.warnerbros.com/

rare that a movie cast of five skinny movie girls are told they have to get 
really seriously strong for their parts.  The girls deadlifted anywhere be-
tween 180lbs and 210lbs.[2][3]

Kettlebells have become almost completely essential in Hollywood.  At 
this point it’s really unusual if a movie star doesn’t lift kettlebells as part 
of their fat loss workout.  But deadlifting serious weight, up until now, has 
been a fat loss secret known only to athletes and a few ahead-of-the-curve 
fat loss trainers.

The workout program that these five girls did for the movie Sucker Punch 
is an opportunity to start a revolution in women’s fitness, equal to the rev-
olution that happened in men’s fitness with the 300 movie workout.

Unfortunaltey, where the movie 300 
“came with” a signature challenge work-
out, we have no such luck with Sucker 
Punch.  There was no official “Sucker 
Punch” workout that we know of.

That’s where this workout comes in: 
We know they got strong (especially in 
deadlifts).  We know they used kettle-
bells.

Based on those two things we know the 
girls in the movie did, and inspired by 
the journey laid out by the wise man in 
the movie, we have a “Josh Hillis’ Suck-
er Punch Workout”.
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“Josh Hillis’’
“ Sucker Punch Workout””

Five workout challenges
Inspired by the movie sucker punch

Challenge 1: “The Map”

This is a “pass/fail” challenge.  If you cannot perform the 
challenge, you do not progress to the next challenge, and 
you do not get a score. 

Warmup 5-10 minutes

Deadlift 135 pounds x 5 reps

rest 3-5 minutes

Deadlift 155 pounds x 3 reps

rest 3-5 minutes

Deadlift 180 pounds x 1 rep

rest 3-5 minutes before the next challenge

To attempt the deadlift challenge, 
a person must have learned 
proper deadlifting form from a 
fitness professional, and must 
have trained in the deadlift long 
enough to have the strength to 
safely attempt this challenge.  

A training program is provided at 
the end of this e-book.
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Josh Hillis’’
“ Sucker Punch Workout”””

Five workout challenges
INspired by the movie sucker punch

Challenge 2: “FIRE”

This is a “pass/fail” challenge.  If you cannot perform the 
challenge, you do not progress to the next challenge, and 
you do not get a score.

PERFORM 3 CHINUPS

*Chinups must be “dead hang” at the bottom

*Chinups must be “strict” form, 
without swinging, kicking or kipping

*Chinups must be performed without assistance

*EACH CHINUP REP must be counted when chin or neck touches 
the bar

rest 3-5 minutes before the next challenge
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Josh Hillis’’
“ Sucker Punch Workout””

Five workout challenges
INspired by the movie sucker punch

Challenge 3: “Knife”

This is a scored challenge.”  You receive one point for every 
repetition performed with a 26 pound kettlebell.  if a 36lb 
kettlebell is used, you receive two points for every repeti-
tion.

PERFORM as many one hand kettlebell swings as possible in 
five minutes

*kettlebell swing movement must be derived from butt and 
hamstrings, not arms or low back

*swings must be to chest height to be counted

*swings above head height do not count

*swings below waist high do not count

rest 3-5 minutes before the next challenge
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Josh Hillis’’
“ Sucker Punch Workout””

Five workout challenges
INspired by the movie sucker punch

Challenge 4: “Key”

This is a scored challenge.  You receive one point for every 
repetition performed with a 26 pound kettlebell.  if a 36lb 
kettlebell is used, you receive two points for every repeti-
tion.

PERFORM as many goblet squats as possible in five minutes

*kettlebell swing movement must be consistent with the 
form vanessa hudgens displayed in shape magazine:
http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/

vanessa-hudgens-kettlebell-workout?page=2

*butt and hips must be below than the knees at the bottom of 
the goblet squat.

*weight must stay on heels

rest 3-5 minutes before the next challenge

http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/vanessa-hudgens-kettlebell-workout?page=2
http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/vanessa-hudgens-kettlebell-workout?page=2
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Josh Hillis’’
“ Sucker Punch Workout””

Five workout challenges
INspired by the movie sucker punch

Challenge 5: “mystery”

This is a “pass/fail” challenge.  If you cannot perform the 
challenge, you do not complete the sucker punch workout 
and you do not get a score.

because challenge 5 is a mystery, you will not know your 
challenge until you get there.  You will roll a die.  
If you roll a 1 or 2, you will do mystery1.  
If you roll a 3 or 4, you will do mystery2.
If you roll a 5 or 6, you will do mystery3.  

mystery1: 20 pushups

*must be “full pushups” from the toes.  

*brace abs as if you were going to get punched in the 
stomach.

*pushups must be continuous.  If knees touch the ground or if 
hips sag, you fail the challenge.
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mystery2: 20 kettlebell push presses each arm 

*Push presses must be continuous.  If you set the kettebell 
on the ground, you have failed the challenge.

*kettlebell PUSH PRESS must be consistent with the form 
vanessa hudgens displayed in shape magazine:
http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/
vanessa-hudgens-kettlebell-workout?page=5

*Shoulder stays back and down.  if the shoulder comes up by 
the ears, the repetition does not count.

*arm must be fully locked out at the top.  If the elbow is bent, 
the repetition does not count.

*You have five seconds to switch between arms

http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/vanessa-hudgens-kettlebell-workout?page=5
http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/vanessa-hudgens-kettlebell-workout?page=5
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mystery3: hi low carry for two minutes 

*carry must be continuous.  If you drop the high bell, you 
have failed the challenge.  If you set the weights down 
(except to switch sides) you fail the challenge

*you may use two 25 pound kettlebells, You may use two 25 
pound dumbbells, or you may use a combination of a 
kettlebell and a dumbbell.

*you have 15 seconds to switch sides (does not count as part 
of the carry time)

*you muse be walking the whole two minutes

*The arm above your head must have the elbow locked the 
whole time

*the arm above your head must keep the shoulder down and 
back the entire time.

*The hi low carry must be consistent with the form vanessa 
hudgens displayed in shape magazine:
http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/
vanessa-hudgens-kettlebell-workout?page=1

http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/vanessa-hudgens-kettlebell-workout?page=1
http://www.shape.com/lifestyle/entertainment-and-celebrities/cover-models/vanessa-hudgens-kettlebell-workout?page=1
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ABout the challenge and 
about the program 
The workout program that these five girls did for the movie Sucker 
Punch is an opportunity to start a revolution in women’s fitness, 
equal to the revolution that happened in men’s fitness with the 300 
movie workout.

Unfortunaltey, where the movie 300 “came with” a signature chal-
lenge workout, we have no such luck with Sucker Punch.  There 
was no official “Sucker Punch” workout that we know of.

So the easy thing to do would be to come up with a list of 
exercises to do, and the number of reps to do them, and time how 
long it takes to do the whole thing, just like the 300 workout.

But we’ve already been down that road.  

It’s been a few years, we’ve evolved.  We’ve got even better.  So 
lets give you the cutting edge stuff instead:

Strong girls are hot  
The girls of Sucker Punch got wicked strong, and wicked hot.  They 
basically proved what personal trainers have known forever: Strong 
girls are hot.

So we’re going to do a pentathalon of strength moves that the girls 
from Sucker Punch did.
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The reason we’re doing a “pentathlon” is to fit the movie: The Wise 
Man told them they had to get five items that would set them free.  

You five items are five strength moves: Deadlifts, kettlebell swings, 
chinups, goblet squats, and the mystery (one of three pressing 
movements).

This workout isn’t from the movie Sucker Punch, or from Epoch 
Training, nor is it endorsed by either one.

This is just an absolutely up to the minute cutting edge fat loss 
workout and program, inspired by what the girls did to train for the 
movie, and also inspired by the journey of the movie itself.

The Score
Two of the five movements are scored - the swings and the goblet 
squats.  For each, you’ll get 1 point per repetition performed in the 
time frame, if you use a 26lb kettlebell.  If you use a 36lb kettlebell, 
you get 2 points for every repetition performed.

Those are the only two movements you get a score for.

The other three movements: The deadlifts, the chinups and the 
presses, are pass/fail.  Meaning that if any of them you fail to com-
plete all of the reps required, then you don’t get any score at all.

You could say that passing the deadlifts, chinups and presses is the 
pre-requisit for getting to score in the swings and squats.
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The Workout Program
Fortunately, I’ve prepared a workout program for you, to get you 
there.

After all, it’s not the workout that has any magic to it - it’s all the 
work you put in to prepare for the workout that’s going make you 
lean, sexy, strong, confident and fit.

It’s like if you’ve ever trained for a marathon.  It’s not the marathon 
that changes your body, it’s the 2-3 months you spend training for it.

The “Sucker Punch” Challenge Workout and Workout Program is 
like that.

On the next page is the workout program designed to prepare you 
for the Sucker Punch Challenge Workout.

The girls in the movie prepared for 3 months.  That would be a 
good time frame for you to start with.  It may take you longer.

I always tell my female clients that they should get 3 chinups within 
one year of working out.  It may take you a year also.

Be patient, be smart.

It’s the journey that will change your body and make you rockstar 
hot.

Enjoy.

Josh Hillis, RKC2, CPT, PES, ZMIS
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The Workout Program:

Week A:

Monday: Deadlifts “Easy” Day 5 x 5, (rest 3-5 minutes between sets)

2 x 1:00 Hi Low Carry, 2 x 1:00 Farmer Carry, (rest 1 minute between sets)

Kettlebell Swing Intervals

Tuesday: Pullups 5 x 3-5 (rest 3-5 minutes between sets)

Goblet Squats 5 x 5-20 (rest 1 minute between sets)

Kettlebell Swing Intervals

Wednesday: Pushups 3 x 5-10 (rest 2-3 minutes between sets) 
Push Presses 3 x 5-10, (rest 2-3 minutes between sets)

2 x 1:00 farmer’s Carry (rest 1 minute between sets)

Kettlebell Swing Intervals

Thursday: Deadlifts “Heavy” Day, (rest 5 minutes between sets)

Friday: Pullups 5 x 3-5 and, (rest 3-5 minutes between sets)

Goblet Squats 5 x 5-20 (rest 1 minute between sets)

2 x 1:00 high low carry (rest 1 minute between sets)

Kettlebell Swing Intervals

Saturday: Off

Sunday: Off
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Week B:

Monday: Deadlifts “Easy” Day 5 x 5 (rest 3-5 minutes between sets)

2 x 1:00 Hi Low Carry, 2 x 1:00 Farmer Carry (rest 1 minute between sets) 
Kettlebell Swing Intervals

Tuesday: Pushups 5 x 5-10, (rest 2-3 minutes between sets)

Push Presses 3 x 5-10, (rest 2-3 minutes between sets)

2 x 1:00 farmer’s carry (rest 1 minute between sets)

Kettlebell Swing Intervals

Wednesday: Pullups 5 x 3-5 (rest 3-5 minutes between sets)

Goblet Squats 5 x 5-20 (rest 1 minute between sets)

2 x 1:00 hi low carry (rest 1 minute between sets)

Kettlebell Swing Intervals

Thursday: Deadlifts “Heavy” Day (rest 3-5 minutes between sets)

Friday: Pushups 3 x 5-10 (rest 2-3 minutes between sets), 
Push Presses 3 x 5-10, (rest 2-3 minutes between sets)

2 x 1:00 farmer’s carry (rest 1 minute between sets)

Kettlebell Swing Intervals

Saturday: Off

Sunday: Off
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deadlift program:

Deadlifts will follow Pavel’s 2 day per week 
“unrealistic goals” deadlift program:
http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/03/17/pavel-
deadlift-program/

for girls who are still worried about bulking up (even af-
ter seeing the girls of sucker punch), check the video on 
the page of 128 pound me-
lissa deadlifting 315 pounds.  
She’s got a lean and athletic 
body most women would 
kill for, and she’s a record 
holder in strength.

you won’t bulk up working 
your way up to 180 pound 
deadlift. vanessa hudgens 
rocked a 180 pound deadlift 
and she looks awesome.  did 
you see her on the cover of 
shape magazine?

http://www.shape.com/

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/03/17/pavel-deadlift-program/
http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/03/17/pavel-deadlift-program/
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kettlebell swing intervals

You may follow any kettlebell swing interval program you 
choose.  

i recommend using the intervals from 
the 21 day kettlebell swing challenge:
http://www.21daykettlebell.com/
 
If you do follow the 21 day kettlebell challenge intervals, you will make a few 
changes in combining it with this 
program:

1.) You won’t do kettlebell swing intervals for 21 days straight.  You will only do 
kettlebell swing intervals on mondays, tuesdays, wednesdays and fridays.

2.) you simply plug in the workouts in the same order, but only doing 4 per week.

3.) start with the beginner program. at the completion of 21 workouts (about five 
weeks on this program) you may either repeat the beginner program, or move to 
intermediate.  

4.) At the completion of the intermediate program, you may either repeat the 
intermediate program, or move to the advanced program.
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About the author:
Josh Hillis is a Russian Kettlebell Challenge Level 2 Certified Instructor 
(RKC2), a National Academy of Sports Medicine Certified personal Train-
er (CPT) and Performance Enhancement Specialist (PES), and a Z-Health 
Movement Re-education Specialist (ZMRS) and Movement Integration 
Specialist (ZMIS).

Josh Hillis has been quoted by USA Today, The Denver Post, and the Los 
Angeles Times.

Josh is the author of The Stubborn Seven Pounds, The 21 Day Kettlebell 
Swing Challenge, Fighter Workouts for Fat Loss, and Fighter Workouts 
for Fat Loss for Women.

Josh is the author of the world 
famous Lose Stubborn Fat! blog, 
which has 20,000 subscribers and 
gets 60,000 readers per month.
www.LoseStubbornFat.com

Josh Hillis specializes in advanced 
fat loss programs for women 
who’ve been working out, but pla-
teued before they hit their goals.

Josh Hillis is one of the foremost 
experts on fat loss, and is regulary 
sought out to do workshops and 
seminars on losing stubborn fat.

http://www.LoseStubbornFat.com/blog/2011/03/17/pavel-deadlift-program/

